PTS 26

THE NEXT STEP IN BOATING PLEASURE

PTS 26
Statement Marine is very proud to present
the PTS 26. This 26 feet, 8 meter long cabin cruiser with open cockpit is designed by
the top naval architects Vripack from Sneek,
Holland. The nautical connoisseur will recognize the lines of Swedish folkboats from
the last century. Although the lines of the
ship are distinctively nostalgic, the technical
specifications and comfort have been made
entirely up to date. Furthermore the design
under the waterline guarantees course consistency, stability and high manouvrability at
all speeds. Last but not least, the self baling
cockpit and solid construction ensure a high
safety level.

WEEKENDER
With the PTS 26 functionality is not limited to
short trip recreation. A small but complete
kitchen, toilet facilities and 2 plus 2 full size
sleeping accomodations ensure enough
comfort to enjoy several days away from
home. The PTS 26 is designed to be a modern and comfortable “Weekender” and more.
A full set of cushions, navigation lighting,
sprayhood and cockpit cover, a composite
“Esthec” deck, comfortable chairs and kitchen with fridge are standard. With reference
to our list of possible options with amongst
others heathing, a hot water boiler, 230 volt
converter, a sound system etc. the PTS 26
can be further customized to your personal
wishes.

PROPULSION AND PERFORMANCE
The semi planing hull of the PTS 26 is
designed to give excellent manoeuvrability
at displacement speeds of between 2 to
8 knotts thus making it suitable for both
inland waterways and harbour docking. At
higher speed the PTS 26 listens well and
direct to its rudder, keeps its course and has
very limited role whilst making turns. The
engine range runs from a 42 HP 4 cylinder
diesel up to 173 HP diesel engines. Maximum speeds, depending on the engine,
range from 8 to 23 knots.

BUILD TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
The PTS 26 is build entirely in Schagen, a city
in the North of Holland. Statement Marine
consists of a small crew of skilled and very
motivated employees. In accordance to the
specific wishes of the new owner every PTS
26 is customized. The new owner is very welcome to come and visit during the building
proces which takes 4 to 6 weeks. Statement
Marine invites you to come and visit our
facilities in schagen. If you are interested in
making a test run or visiting us or one of our
dealers, please do not hesitate to call !

SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS

Vripack Naval Architects

DESIGN

Vripack Naval Architects

LENGTH OVERALL

8.01 metre (26,2 feet)

LENGTH WATERLINE

7.25 metre (23,8 feet)

BEAM

2,58 metre (8,5 feet)

DRAFT

0,80 metre (2,6 feet)

HEIGHT ABOVE WATERLINE

1,75 metre (5,7 feet)

DISPLACEMENT

2.500 kg (aprox.)

CERTIFICATION CE category

C; coastal waters, 8 persons

STANDARD ENGINE

42 HP Vetus 4 cylinder diesel

OTHER ENGINES

65 HP Vetus up to 173 HP

TOP SPEED

depending on engine 8 to 23 knots

AVAILABLE IN

all RAL colours

MATERIAL

polyester

NUMBER OF BEDS

2+2

PRODUCED BY

Statement Marine, The Netherlands

TANKS DIESEL

182 L (40,0 gallons)

TANKS WATER

154 L (33,9 gallons)

TANK BLACK WATER

41 L (8,8 gallons)

Agent UK
HENLEY SALES & CHARTER LTD

SHIPYARD STATEMENT MARINE

5 Friday Street
Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire
RG9 1AN
Sales: 01491-578 870
E-mail: office@hscboats.co.uk

Lagedijkerweg 4
1742 NB SCHAGEN
Tel: +31-6-106 138 73
E-mail: info@statementmarine.nl
www.statementmarine.nl

